WAGENBORG FOXDRILL

MAINTENANCE, INSPECTIONS & REPAIR
MAINTENANCE
Wagenborg Foxdrill has experience with
maintenance on a wide variety of equipment. This
includes maintenance on electrical, mechanical,
hydraulic and pneumatic components, both
on- and offshore. Our maintenance team is
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also competent to inspect and maintain ATEX
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equipment.

The Netherlands
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If required we can assume full responsibility for
maintenance of an asset, including spare part

www.foxdrill.com

management and management of suppliers /
OEM’s. Not satisfied with your maintenance
software? Why don’t you use ours? Webbased
and developed with efficient maintenance in mind,
it can accommodate single components or an
entire asset tree. Our aim is to increase reliability
while reducing costs.
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MAINTENANCE, INSPECTIONS & REPAIR
INSPECTIONS
Wagenborg Foxdrill provides various inspection

Dropped object surveys are also part of our

services to asset owners and operators, this

service range. Our competent inspectors perform

includes API 4G Derrick Inspections to

a thorough sweep of the installation to find and

verify structural integrity of derrick and major

record any potential or actual dropped object

components. If required we can team up with

hazards. High risk items are reported immediately

derrick equipment OEM’s to ensure an efficient

to onsite personnel. Results are captures in a

and safe operation, which reduces downtime for

structured report using distinctive zones to support

the asset to a minimum. For temporary removal

efficient solving of any issues. The deliverables are

of heavy components we have a wide range of

compliant with DROPS.org guidelines (of which

lifting & rigging equipment available. Our track

we are member).
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record includes various derrick types including
fully winterized arctic derricks and dual derricks.
Our IRATA full membership means that we can
access any area using rope access techniques and
that safety during work at height is at the highest
level.
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MAINTENANCE, INSPECTIONS & REPAIR
REPAIR
Keeping assets operational and performing as

Cleaning of derrick/wind wall and vent line

intended is no easy task and often requires a

modifications are also part of our competencies.

bit more than just a squeeze of the grease gun.

Inhouse availability of IRATA rope access

Wagenborg Foxdrill is experienced in a wide

technicians and equipment + all sorts of rigging

variety of repair tasks and can also support you

equipment & winches mean that there is very

in exchange of major components. This includes

little that we cannot handle. Additionally we can

(but is not limited to) change out of heave

provide a Lightweight Lifting System, based on

compensation systems/cylinders, (re)alignment

aluminium trusses, it can be assembled on site into

and/or exchange of guidetracks, exchange of

a limitless number of configurations.

a topdrive, installation of new pipe handling
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equipment and even a complete beef-up of your
derrick.
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WAGENBORG FOXDRILL
We provide our services with pride. Our history and experience dates back to 1967. Starting

OTHER SERVICES WE PROVIDE

out as drilling contractor but reinvented as all round service provider to the oil, gas and

•

Conductor Installation

renewable industries. Providing a range of services ranging from installation and assembly

•

Derrick Assembly

•

Rig moves

•

Rig move Consultancy

•

Rig surveys

•

Rope access

activities to inspections and maintenance. Our competent team can work in any environment
and we live up to any challenge you might have for us. In a cooperative spirit, Wagenborg
Foxdrill thoroughly prepares any task and plans for success.
We are client focused and solution driven!

Wagenborg Foxdrill understand the needs of its customers like no other. We translate these into
safe and innovative solutions in the field of maintenance, technology and logistics, adding value
for our customers. Clarity, trust and respect are our core values.
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